Take a private guided tour
through our architecturally innovative
winery

Inspired by the local “huasos”
cooking techniques, experience a

traditional Chilean BBQ

placed in one of the most beautiful
landscapes of our vineyard

Wine taste with a professional in

the VIK tasting room

Yoga

Learn

about the VIK viti-vinicultural
concept from our professionals

Relax in our holistic wine spa

Savor one of Chef Rodrigo’s

delicious lunch in the Milla
Milla Pavilion

Tour the Colchagua Valley and more

private guide

Shop, relax and enjoy VIK
at the Milla Milla Pavilion

wineries with a

Sunbath, read or nap beside the

“The Science of the Vine”

stone infinity pool

Fresh farm eggs for breakfast, simply
divine!

Learn about field oenology –
Tour our 1,000 acres of vines by
truck, horse or mountain bike

Enjoy the food and drink of our
Detox Menu, prepared from
100% local organic ingredients
Try a wine Spa treatment
using VIK grapes and VIK wine
by-products

Picnic in the vineyards or hills
surrounding VIK with Chef Rodrigo’s
delicious fare!
Enjoy

VIK wine and cheese

Experience cooking classes
beginning in our vegetable garden
where our chef will explain to you
why this land is unique in its flavors
and invite you to collect the ingredients
to use in cooking your special dinner
with the professionals

Infinity Pool

Sauna

Participate in a Colchagua and
Cachapoal culinary experience
where our Chef invites you to
accompany him on a market trip in
search of the best fresh local ingredients
Return to Vik Chile

Exercise in our gym on the latest
Kinesis machine, Techno-Gym
equipment
Wind down from the day in the
Relaxation Room with a
spectacular view to the vineyard

Take a nature hike with specialists
in the native culture and flora/fauna
Try one of our

Pisco Sours!

Experience a vinotherapy spa
treatment with Caudalie
products, the originator of
Vinothérapie

Arrange a private wine
tasting in one of our exclusive
spaces, conducted by an expert who
will discuss with you the secret of VIK
while enjoying exquisite French and
Chilean cheeses with VIK wine

Take a run on the vineyard trails
Stay healthy with personal training
sessions
Smell Don’t Taste (Junior wine non-tasting) class!

Paint-balling on 11,000 acres of
wild nature and vines for the young
and not so young!
“Cooking with Georgia”

kids

class for

Imagine playing Capture the Flag on
11,000 acres!

Horseback ride

through the
countryside and vineyards

Enjoy

the day

fresh lemonade in the heat of

Hiking and Trekking

adventures

Mountain bike

on 100 km of

vineyard roads

Breakfast at Vik Chile, a quick
helicopter ride for a day of some of
the best heli-skiing you have ever
encountered and back in time for a
gourmet dinner at Vik Chile,
recounting the day’s adventures!
Partake in the
at VIK

harvest season

Learn about the astronomy of the
Southern Hemisphere with a short
evening walk and a discussion,
ending at an “observatory” location
with a telescope to look at the stars
and planets

Bird watch
Stop in San Vicente to view the
archaeological site just before
the town of Idahue
Experience a local
exhibition!

Try a one-hour or half-day

excursion and picnic
Visit the adobe town of Zuñiga,
30 minutes from Viña Vik. Stop at the
Alpaca farm on your way

Adventure

with a horse pack trip
to neighboring vineyards

For reservations and
more information:
reservations@vikchile.com
or +56 9 5668 4853

www.vikchile.com

Chilean rodeo

Christiania
Caipiroska on the galleria terrace

Meet for a

before dinner

Have lunch or dinner with one of our

oenologists

